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Newhouse Calls for Consolidation of Office Space
by Krista Hughes

Allocation of office space
among student organizations
has suddenly become a bigger
problem than it has been in the
past. Dean Wade Newhouse
called two meetings, on September 30 and October 7, with
representatives of all the Law
School student organizations to
discuss a necessary consolidation of office space.
The hiring of two new clinic
instructors has necessitated the
removal from room 506 of the
Black Law Students Association
(BLSA) and the Latin American
Law
Students Association
(LALSA) in order to maintain a
sense of centrality within the
clinic program.
Until this year, according to
Dean Newhouse, we were trying "to mash 75 lbs. of potatoes
into a 50 Ib. bag." But due to
the increased demand for offices among student groups
and faculty members alike, we
are trying to fit "100 lbs. of
potatoes into a 50 Ib. bag." As
a result, Newhouse has called
for "a general realignment
based upon use."
Several areas of O'Brian Hall

are conducive to a certain degree of change, whether or not
the resident student groups are
particularly amenable to such

changes.
Based upon an examination
of each room's square footage,
Newhouse determined that
many offices formerly occupied
by only one organization will
now have to be occupied by at
least two. "We cannot continue
with one organization per
room," he stated.
The Federalist Society office,
room 505, is 116 square feet.
Dean Newhouse has suggested

that Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) also
move into that office.
The International Law Society will be moved out of 113,
which it currently shares with
PAD. Rooms 113 and 113Awill
become the headquarters of
BLSA and LALSA, thus making
these active associations quite
a bit more accessible.
Offices in the basement have
been pegged for some extensive changes. Originally the
four basement offices were allocated to the Moot Court Board,
which now occupies rooms B8
and 811.
In response to a concern that
the Board might be required to
forfeit one of those offices,
Newhouse replied, "There is no
question that we are going to
adequately serve Moot Court,"
and refrain from shifting
around or taking any of their office space.
Room 87, currently occupied
by the EnvironmentalLaw Society, is by far the largest usable
room, taking up a whopping
300 square feet. This is more
than twice the size of mosst of
the other student offices.
Consequently, B7 will be

Prof. Hyman: 41 Years at U.B. Law
by Donna Crumlish

In the spirit of the Law
School's Centennial, The Opinion will print a series of articles
conveying thereminiscences of
those faculty and staff members who have been with the
school for an extended period
of time.
The first article focuses on
Professor Emeritus Jacob D.
Hyman. Professor Hyman is in

his forty-first year of service to
the Law School.
After graduation from Harvard, work in a general practice
firm and work with the Office
of Price Administration in
Washington, D.C., Mr. Hyman
came to Buffalo where he has
remained since.
He served as Dean of the Law
School from 1953-64, at which
time he was successful in assembling some of the first-rate
faculty we see at the school
today.

When Hyman arrived in Buffalo in 1946, "the Law School
was small but exceedingly
good in light of its resources."
Hyman had his work cut out for

him with only five other fulltime professors and an increasing student population as students began to return to school
after World War 11.
"The small faculty meant that
most full-time faculty came in
contact with students two or
three times in classes so there
was a real interaction between
students and faculty," Hyman
commented.
In referring to the nationwide
campus unrest of the late sixties, Hyman implied that this
high level of interaction between students and faculty did
not remain constant. "There
were shaky times, times when
the whole university was
shaky."
The Law School at this time
was located at 77 West Eagle
St. and therefore separated
from the rest of the University,
but the gap between students
and faculty was felt just as it
was on the main campus.
Hyman notes that with the
state takeover of the University
and the Law School, and the
subsequent building of O'Brian
Hall, the student population
was expected to double from
300 to 700 students while the
number of faculty was expected
to quadruple.
"The building was designed
to try to keep the interaction between faculty and students as
easy as possible notwithstanding the expected growth in student population
We deliberately sought to avoid concentrating on huge classrooms."
Student protest and tensions
between faculty and students
seem remote to students in

..

O'Brian Hall now, where faculty-student interaction is once
again at a high level.
The Law School has always
been interested in "bringing in
people with other scholarly interests" to be a part of the faculty.

During the years Professor
Hyman served as Dean of the
Law School, he took an active
interest in steering the school
away from the traditionally narrow professional conception of
legal study that many law
schools had.He wantedthe curriculum to reflect the role of the
lawyer in the larger social context.

In an interview with The
Opinion in 1971, Professor
Hyman commented that "pure
scholarship should be carried
on in law school. Not only must
the legal system itself be
examined, but the nature of the
legal system in society and the
soundness of the postulates of
the society on which it works."
This is a view he still holds
today. He sees this type of development in legal study as a
very positive aspect of the law
school.
Along with a sharply focused
critical emphasis, Hyman said
there has been "a much larger
input of social science analysis
for example, David Engel
working on alternative methods of dispute resolution
an
issue we're looking at from the
social science point of view."

...

...

This type of outlook has
helped Buffalo to distinguish itself from the other law schools.
continued on page 8

housing the evicted International Law Society, the Asian
Law Society, and the as yet unplaced Journal of Contemporary Law.
Room 810 will remain unchanged and will continue to
house the Association of Women Law Students (AWLS) and
the Buffalo Public Interest Law
Program (BPILP).

There was some speculation
that room 101, which is used
solely by SBA and is 240 square
feet, would be forced to accommodate up to two other groups.
However, the potential to utilize
room 113A, which the Dean had
previously found inaccessible,
frees up an office and eliminates the necessity to alter

SBA's position.
The newly chartered Phi
Delta Phi fraternity was not represented at either meeting, but
will doubtless need office
space.
Room 724, the cramped Opinion office, has been left untouched as has room 725, which
houses Research and Writing
and Legal Methods, and room
604, which is occupied by the
Parents Law Student Association.
Peer Tutorial is currently occupying Virginia Leary's office,
room 418, but will have to forfeit its space in January when
Leary returns from sabbatical.
That, however, is an issue for
Dean Filvaroff to address.

SBA Secretary Kulla Resigns

by Michael Kulla

On October 6, at the end of
the SBA meeting, I announced
my resignation as SBA Secretary. It was a difficult decision
for me to make. When I had a
realistic look at my schedule, I
knew that I could not contribute
the time needed to handle the
position.

The secretary of any organization is important, as he or she
must work well with the directors and the membership to
keep
the group running
smoothly. I hope the person

that takes my place will be able
to devote the time necessary to
do a good job.
As for myself, I will now have
more time to do my schoolwork, my job, and to participate

in the Buffalo Public Interest
Law Program.
I want to wish John, Derek,
Kimi and the new secretary the
best of luck this year. I wish I
had the time to work with them,
because it would have been a
rewarding and enjoyable experience.

Loans Delayed By
New Regs, Computers
by Zulma Bodon

The frustration of having to
wait for Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL) money is just one
aspect of being part of a large
and complex university structure. The UB bureaucracy, combined with other factors, have
caused major delays in the
processing of student loans this
year.
According to Bill Hart, Graduate Assistant for Financial Aid,
the first and most important
cause of delay is the fact that
the University does financial
aid packaging first before GSL
applications can be processed.
This year the Main Street office did not finalize the packaging of law students' financial
aid until after the middle of
July. Thus, even though most
students filed on time, the actual processing of GSL applications began in late July.
Also, those who filed in July,
mainly first year students, had
to wait until the applications of
those who filed in May and
June were completed.
But the question remains:
Why did the entire process
begin so late? Hart explainsthat
changes in the University's financial aid computer system
"pushed everything back."
The lack of computer access
has also made Hart's job a frustrating one. "Until last week we
did not have a financial aid
computer access up here, so I

..

would have to go to Main Street
I was basically restricted to
two days a week for processing
(GSL) applications."
Another reason forthe delays
has to do with a new federal
regulation that went into effect
in January of this year. According to Hart, the U.S. Department
of Education has instituted a
system called "verification"
whereby students are selected
at random and are asked to supply a number of documents
such as tax returns and proof
of citizenship. This, Hart noted,
"is a way for them to check up
on information thatthe student
puts down on the financial aid
form."
This new regulatory procedure has created major delays
because 30 to 40 percent of the
student body at UB get selected
for "verification," said Hart.
This means that before financial aid packaging begins the
University is required to notify
those students who are chosen
at random and to obtain from
them the missing documentation. This process, said Hart,
"takes time."
The issue of undergraduate
financial aid transcripts has
also presented problems this
year. Hart indicated that although a financial aid transcript
has always been required as
part of the law school applicacontinued on page 2

SBA Describes Function of Law School Committees
The SBA will be interviewing
interested students on Tuesday, October 27 and Wednesday, October 28 for membership on the following committees:

and to report to the Committee
student reactions to visiting
candidates.
The Committee meets frequently in the fall and in the
early part of the spring semes-

1. Academic Policy and

ter.

Program Committee (APPC)

This Committee considers
proposals for changes in the
academic program and graduation requirements. Proposals
come from faculty members,
deans and students. After the
Committee reviews a proposal,
it makes a recommendation to
the full faculty.
It is composed of the Dean as
Chair, three faculty members,
three students and a Law Library faculty member. Meetings are held when theCommittee has proposals to review;
i.e., somewhat irregularly.

2. Academic Standards and
Standing Committee(ASSC)
This Committee acts on petitions from students for readmission or waiverof Law School
academic rules. It also makes
recommendations to the full
faculty with respect to changes
in such rules.
By the nature of its work, the
Committee requires observance of strict confidentiality.
Its r.eetings are closed to nonmembers. It is composed of the
Dean as Chair, three faculty
members, three students, Dean
Wallin and a Law Library faculty
member.
It meets when it has sufficient
matters to review or when action with respect to a student
petition is particularly urgent.

3. Admissions Committee
This Committee sets general
standardsfor admission and reviews files ofcandidates for discretionary admission. Composed of six faculty members, one
of whom serves as Chair, four
students, a Law Library faculty
member and Deans Carrel,
Newell and Wallin, it generally
operates through subcommittees which make recommendations to the Chair.
Its work is particularly heavy
in the period from January to
May when files must be read
expeditiously. All of the work of
the Committee is held in strict
confidence.

4. Appointments Committee
This Committee screens candidates for faculty positions, arranges visits and interviews,
and makes recommendations
on appointments to the full faculty. Only positive recommendations of the Committee are
reported publicly. The Committee is composed of four faculty
members (elected for two-year
terms), two students, the Dean
and one Law Library faculty
member. The Chair is elected
by the faculty members.
The two student members
are expected *o contribute to
the process oi screening resumes, to organize meetings at
which candidates can visit with
a diverse group of students,

5. Budget and Program
Review Committee (BPR)
This Committee reviews the
non-personnel part of the Law
School budget and makes recommendations to the Dean on
his expenditure plans, particularly those with respect to student organizations and programs. It meets infrequently,
normally only when the VicePresident allocates the funds
for the Law School budget for
the next fiscal year.
The Committee is composed
of the Dean as Chair, three faculty members, three students.
Dean Wallin and a Law Library
faculty member. The three faculty members are elected by the
faculty at large.
6. Faculty-Student Relations
Board (FSRB)
The Committee acts on student disciplinary matters, student grievances against faculty
members or other students,
and faculty grievances against
students. It is also charged with
establishing the method of student evaluation of teaching.
It is composed of three faculty members and three students. The Committee elects its
own Chair. Dean Newell serves
as ex officio advisor to the Committee.
The workload depends on the
number of cases filed, with respect to which the Committee
conducts hearings and/or engages in other forms of investigation. Its proceedings respect
the confidentiality of the parties.

7. Library Committee
This Committee advises the
Director of the Law Library on
library matters of importance to
students and faculty. It meets
infrequently and serves mainly
as a channel of communication
between the users of the Library and the Library staff. It is
composed of four faculty members, one of whom serves as
Chair, and four students.

8. MitchellLecture Committee
This Committee arranges the
annual Mitchell Lecture and
also dispenses funds for Mitchell Fellows; that is, distinguished visitors who lecture and
meet informally with faculty
and students.
The Committee is composed
of three faculty members (one
of whom serves as Chair), one
Law Library faculty member
and three students. It meets
when it has proposals to consider or Mitchell Lecture plans
to arrange.
9. Special Program Committee
This Committee oversees the
Special Program including advising the Admissions Committee on individual credentials for

Lucinda Finley
by Donna Crumlish
Lucinda M. Finley, an Associate Professor of Law at Yale Law
School, will be visiting UB to present herself as a UB Law School
faculty candidate.
A graduate of Barnard College and Columbia University School
of Law, Ms. Finley has published in the areas of women and the
law, bankruptcy courts, and medicaid.
She has been involved in research projects on the impact of legal
education and the legal profession on women and their career development, and the alternatives to litigation of toxic torts disputes.
Ms. Finley will be meeting with students on the afternoon of
Monday, October 19. The time and place will be posted; all students

are

urged to attend.
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admission, arranging the strucof the first-year Legal
Methods program, and providing counsel and wisdom to the
ASSC on students from the
Special Program who may be
in academic difficulty.
In general, the Committee
has a charter to improve the
quality of the Law School's affirmative efforts and to expand
the number of minority and disadvantaged law graduates.
The Committee has four faculty members, one of whom
serves as Chair, and three students. Dean Newell serves as
ex officio. It meets as problems
or issues arise and works intensely in the spring on admissions.
ture

10. Student Representatives
to Faculty Meetings
This Committee attends faculty meetings and represents
student views to the faculty.
The faculty meetings are chaired by the Dean and are attended by all faculty and the administration. The student representatives are invitees and hence
do not have a vote on issues.

The function of the student
representatives is essentially to
act as liaisons, who in turn report to the SBA. Formal announcements may be requested of committee members at

the faculty meetings. Aside
from the two representatives
appointed by the SBA, the Committee will consist of the SBA
President and Vice President.

11. Committee on Resolutions
This Committee will be in
force on a trial basis for the
1987-88 academic year. Its sole
purpose will be to function as
a forum for any resolution coming within the scope of By-Law
14 (Special Resolutions).
Responsibilities of members
will includeformal presentation
of resolutions before the Board
at regular meetings and will
meet where necessary. It will be
comprised of four SBA Chairpersons, three SBA Directors
and three student members at
large.
12. Finance Committee
Chaired by the Treasurer, the
Finance Committee prepares
the fiscal year SBA budget and

recommends funding for groups
that need support during the
academic year. The Committee
also acts on requests for student activity fee waivers and
additional funding requests
throughout the year. The Committee will be comprised of five
students.

13. Rules Committee
This Committee acts on recommended changes in SBA ByLaws or theConstitution. It also
reviews activities and makes
recommendations to the Board
with respect to supervision and
coordination of duly approved
SBA organizations.
The Committee is responsible for imposing sanctions
(after a hearing) on any student
organization for violation of
SBA Contstitution or any rules
promulaged pursuant thereof.
It will be comprised of fourSBA
Class Directors and three students at large.
Interestedstudents must sign
up for interviews by Friday, October 24. Sign-up sheets are
posted outside the SBA office
door.

SBA Meeting: Debate Over Meaning
Of "Political Activity" Continues
by Fredericka Sands
Voting members of the Student Bar Association (SBA)
failed to reach a consensus on
a motion to pass a resolution
defining what constituted political use of mandatory student
fees by SBA-funded student organizations at the October 6
meeting.
The issue surfaced in response to a "Block Bork" table
sponsored by the National
Lawyer's Guild (NLG). The NLG
sponsored an information, petition-signing, and letter-writing campaign aimed at urging
Senators Daniel P. Moynihan
(D) and Alfonse M. D'Amato (R)
of New York not to vote in favor
of the confirmation of D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals Judge
Robert H. Bork to the Supreme
Court of the United States.
At the October 1 meeting of
the SBA, opponents of the
"Block Bork" campaign argued
that it was inappropriate to use
student activity fees to fund a
political project. Spokespersons from the Guild responded
by saying that the definition of
political could be interpreted
many ways by many people.
And that everything is, in the
final analysis, political.
The intense discussion over
how to define political activity
drew suggestions ranging from
drawing the line at activity
which is directly involved in the
political process (i.e. the road
to political office) to calls for
consistency (referring to a failure to fund a "Right to Life"
group in 1985), to a motion

Financial Aid
tion process, "this requirement
was not strictly enforced in the
past."

In fact, some second and third
year studentswho thought they
already had a transcript on file
have recently been notified that
they must provide this document in order to be eligible for
financial aid.
Hartalso attributes the delays
to the failure of some students
to take the time to fill out forms
correctly. In some instances, he
said, "they don't even fill it out

"that SBA organizations are
prohibited from spending SBA
funds for any political purpose
which is not eduational or informational in nature."
After two hours of debate and
no agreement, the issue was tabled for reconsideration at the
next meeting.
When debate resumed at the
October 6 meeting a former student member of the SUNYAB
Board of Trustees addressed
the concerns of those who expressed reservations as to
whether use of funds by the
Guild, notwithstanding SBA
guidelines, might violate state
guidelines on political use of
student money.
The speaker explained that
the term "political" had always
been construed narrowly to
mean support of political candidates. And that the issue really
was not whether the Board of
Trustees' guidelines prohibited
the use at issue, but whether
students through their elected
representatives approve of the
practice.

Whether elected student representatives approve of the
practice or actually know what
the practice is, or should be, is
still questionable. SBA President John Williams noted that
the SBA has no set policy on
what it considers political [activityl. He believes that more
specific definitions outlining
exactly what uses are and are
not allowed may be a solution.
First Year Director Kathleen
Doyle said, "I think this could
potentially infringe on every-

...

legibly
or don't put down
the correct social security

number."
These mistakes, Hart explained, "really screw up the work
because the person has to go
all the way back to Princeton
and get things straightened out
before a new form is sent out."
In the meantime the student
has to wait, sometimes hoping
to obtain an emergency loan
until she or he discovers that
emergency loans are not granted unless a GSL application has

...

one's right to free speech. I
don't think we should be defining [what constitutes] political
speech."
Other students expressed
dismay that pro-Bork forces
didn't simply erect their own
table next to the NLG's.
Third Year Director and NLG
member Andy Bechard noted
that it was "too bad that this
much time was wasted. We
should be able to do this without question. And that was obvious from the support we got
at the meeting and among the
directors."
Bechard went on to say that
the activity around the Bork
nomination was an "educational and empowering act. It's not
only educative but experiential.
And fortheSßAtowantto deny
someone that seems outrageous
I don't feel that SBA
can adequately define political
activities; it's too gray an area."
One hundred thirty dollars in
duplicating costs and materials
were spent by the Guild to
sponsor the "Block Bork" drive.
According to Bechard there has
been discussion of fund-raising
activities to replenish the funds
used for the Bork project, and
also talk of raising a pool of
money for future battles.
The NLG sent between 600
and 700 letters to Senators
Moynihan and D'Amato, along
with petitions holding about
350 signatures to the Senate
Judiciary Committee. After
weeks of inquiry and debate the
Senate panel voted 9 to 5 to recommend to reject Judge Bork's
nomination.

..

from page I
been processed and approved.
This, Hart noted, presents
serious problems because "we
are not supposed to give out
emergency loans unless the
student has a loan on the computer which indicates that
money is coming in."
The law school has tried to
help students in need of emergency money. This is done
through the Emergency Loan
Fund financed by the UB Foundation and the SBA.
continued on page 9

Legal Aid Society of NYC Seeks Public Defender

,

by Oliver Bickel

Are you interested in landing
a first job that woulr put you in
the courtroom every day representing clients? Do you get
satisfaction from helping less
fortunate members of our society? If so, August Milton has a
job that may interest you.
Milton is Executive Assistant
to the Director of the Legal Aid
Society of New York City. He
and Legal Aid attorney Sidney
Lester came to the law school
on Monday, Sept. 28 to present
their organization to UB law
students and to attract interested applicants.
The Legal Aid Society is a private, non-profit, public service
law firm with approximately
800 attorneys and 1,800 staff
persons. The society operates
out of 26 locations exclusively
in New York City. It is divided
into five divisions, the largest
being Criminal Defense with
over 500 attorneys on staff.
Also, the society has Criminal
Appeals, Juvenile Rights, Civil
and Volunteer Divisions.
The primary function of the
society, according to Milton, is
representing indigent residents
of New York City who have

been accused of Criminal acts.
Since New York City has no
public defender's office, all
criminal cases are referred to
the Legal Aid Society. The Criminal Defense and Criminal Appeals Divisions handle the defenses for these people. In 1986
alone, the society handled approximately 200,000 criminal
defense cases.
The society also represents
indigent clients in Civil and
Juvenile Rights cases, dealing
with, in Milton's words, "meat
and guts practical things" such
as apartment evictions and
child welfare cases. These divisions, with approximately 150
attorneys on staff, do not go
through the same volumes of
work as do the criminal divisions.
Milton urged students to consider the advantages of starting
a law career with the Legal Aid
Society. Most importantly, he
says, Legal Aid provides and
encourages practical hands-on
experience. After a five-week
training program which stresses how to prepare for trial and
how to defend, new attorneys
immediately begin actual client
representation.

UB Law Recruitment Committee
Seeks Some Artistic Students
by Krista Hughes

Professors Guyora Binder,
Erroll Meidinger and Victor
Thuronyi, and Assistant Dean
Aundra Newell have been appointed to a Student Recruitment Committee which will be
responsible for putting together the catalogue which
goes out to students who are
interested in coming to UB Law
School.
In an attempt to "improve the
information available to prospective law students," the
Committee is seeking the help
of current law students who are
artistically inclined in photography or drawing and who can
"document the life of the Law
School" from differentperspectives.
The Committee is hoping to
commission three for four people who can capture the daily
life of the law school in pictures

and help to present UB Law in
the best possible light. According to Prof. Meidinger, they are
acting on the assumption that
"we have a fair bit of talent
among students," and the
Committee would like to harness some of this talentfor the
benefit of ÜB.
Students who do participate
in the project will be given credit in the catalogue, and film and
developing will probably be
supplied.
Interested students can meet
with the Committee on Thursday, October 22 at 2 p.m. in the
first floor student lounge. They
are to supply samples of their
work and some ideas for how
to go about executing the project. Anyone who is interested
but cannot make the meeting
should contact one of the Committee members.

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND ARTISTS
Wanted to work on
UB Law Recruitment Catalogue.
Come to an informational meeting on:

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22

AT 2:00 P.M.
In the first floor lounge.
Contact:
Profs. Binder, Meidinger, Thuronyi or Dean Newell.

LEGAL

MANIA

Milton says the ensuing intensity of work pays substantial
dividends, accelerating development of important legal skills
and teaching how "to be a good
lawyer."
Lester, an attorney in the
Criminal Defense Division for
the past year, agreed, adding
that if you can speak well and
think on your feet you have an
excellent chance to succeed.
The work is challenging, he
says, yet the Society gives excellent support by introducing
the new attorney to the work by
way of the training sessions
and then assigning a preliminarily small work load. Further,

there is constant communication between senior and junior
organizational members to ensure positive development.
Lester also countered two
common criticisms of the Society. First, to the charge that the
Society is underfunded, Lester
felt he had more than ample
support staff. Second, concerning the inherent moral dilemma
the defense attorneys often
face, Lester says that 80 percent
of the time his clients are not
guilty of the exact criminal circumstances with which they
are charged.
Milton says theSociety is looking for law students who have

a desire for this type of work
and who have shown an interest in criminal law. The starting
salary for a law school graduate
before bar passage 's $25,500
and after passage, $26,700. Further, each anniversary date nets
a raise of between $2,500 and
$3,000 and all staff attorneys
are afforded a benefit package
where, according to Milton,
"everything is covered."
If interested, second year students seeking summer internships and third year students
seeking initial employment are
encouraged to inquire about
Legal Aid at the Career Development Office.

Donaldson Presented An Insider's View
Of Washington, The Press, and Politics
by Krista Hughes
UB opened its Distinguished

Speakers Lecture Series on
Monday, September 28 with a
talk by ABC News White House
correspondent Sam Donaldson.
Donaldson spoke for about
35 minutes and then fielded
questions from a standingroom-only crowd in the Slee
Concert Hall.
The lecture, entitled "Power
and the Presidency," touched
upon many of Ronald Reagan's
personal shortcomings as a
president, according to one of
Reagan's main challengers
from thepress corps. It was also
an opportunity to showcase
Donaldson's wealth, or lack depending on the issue, of strong
opinions. Donaldson assured
the audience that he would reveal his every opinion, and that
"the less I know about a subject,
the more opinionated I'm going
to be."
ABC's chief White House correspondent began his discussion by relating instances of
President Reagan's trademark
conversational faux pas, and of
his personal inconsistencies.
One example was Reagan's donation of $1,000 of his own
money to a child who was desparately in need of a kidney
transplant, but subsequent
chopping of the federal budget
to prevent the establishment of
health care offices which would
administer such transplants.

Donaldson used this and
other examples to suggest that
is is not possible to dislike
Ronald Reagan on a strictly personal basis. However, on the
presidential
level, "Reagan
doesn't understand the details
of the programs that are initiated under his name."
While he is quite capable of
getting what he wants, according to Donaldson, the president

is generally unclear on the specifics of the plans that arise out
of his demands.
Donaldson went on to express his views on a variety of
issues as suggested by hisaudience. Regarding columnist Bob
Woodward's alleged meetings
with late CIA Director William
Casey, Donaldson remarked
that "Casey had a romantic
image of himself," and would
have thought himself able to
handle talking with the investigative reporterwhile he would
not allow any of his agents to
be interviewed.
Donaldson also remarked
that Woodward's good reputation and his own personal interest would prevent him from
engaging in the kind of "stupidity" that would be needed to
fabricate so publicly a "19 word
line" of such significance.
Other members of the press
and the journalistic profession
in general were also targeted
for Donaldson's comments.
When asked why journalists
find it important to reveal the
"personal qualities and goings
on of public figures" such as
Gary Hart, Donaldson jumped
to the defense of his colleagues.
As a "strong general rule we
have no business using shotgun shuttergun techniques of
asking

personal

questions."

However, in Hart's case, the
candidate challenged the press
to follow him around, which the
press did with pleasure. He
publicly preached morality, but
conducted his personal life
without using good judgment
as to morals.
While Donaldson rejected
using adultery as a moral "litmus test" he was critical of
Hart's indiscrete conduct, his
well-known practice of keeping
company with women other
than his wife.
Gary Hart's public display of
poor judgment and sagging

morals necessarily raised the
question of the man's "overall
ability to conduct the duties of
his office."
Donaldson stressed that the
role of the press in Hart's case
and elsewhere was not to breed
cynicism among the voting
public. "I don't think we can
take a nonissueand make it into
an issue and destroy a candidate
The power of the press
is in bringing out the news" and
letting the public formulate its
own opinions.
Another issue that Donaldson eagerly addressed was the
nomination of Robert Bork to
the Supreme Court. Bork has a
very "pinched" viewof the Constitution,
and
Donaldson
suggested that the televised
Congressional
hearings
showed Bork to be everything
his friends and his enemies said
he is. Donaldson suggested
that Bork should have shaved
his beard or "sounded more
homey."
One other issue that Donaldson addressed regarding the
presidency
was
Reagan's
knowledge of the diversion of
funds from the Iran arms sale
to the Nicaraguan Contras. In
view of Reagan's apparent general oblivion and the growing
disrespect for the office of those
around him, Donaldson maintained that Reagan was telling
the truth when he said he really
did not know.
If Reagan did know, however,
and is covering up that knowledge with lies, Donaldson did
not hesitate in saying that
Reagan "ought to be impeached and convicted by Con-

..

gress."
Donaldson's well-received
lecture was followed by a reception attended by the
luminaries of Buffalo's political,
media and university scenes,
where a good time was had by
all.
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Stanley H. Kaplan
has chosen his
bar review.
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For years, Kaplan students have been asking for a
bar review course with the same standards of excellence
as Kaplan's other courses. After carefully investigating bar
review courses, Stanley Kaplan has joined forces with SMH
Bar Review to add bar exam preparation to his family
of outstanding educational offerings. The academic
integrity and comprehensive, well-paced structure of the SMH approach made Mr. Kaplan's A
decision an easy one yours should be too!
fp
Preparation is now available for CaliM

The Best Course
Of Action.
CAMPUS REPS:
Deborah Morel
David Freitz
Leslie Gleisner
Krista Hughes
Greg Maxwell
Michael Balconi Lamica
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New Professors Teach Housing, Immigration Clinics

by Idelle Abrams

George Hezel
currently
George Hezel,
teaching the Housing Clinic, is
focusing on poverty law from a
new perspective. Litigation, the
reactive side of poverty law, is
the traditional approach. Hezel,
on the other hand, is looking at
poverty law and especially
housing law from a developmental perspective.
The effort to develop low income housing in Buffalo using
this perspective is a "different
side of lawyering," said Hezel.
The typical complaint about
lawyers, he said, is that lawyers
argue over who gets what piece
of the pie, whereas others, like
engineers, expand the pie. The
developmental approach Hezel
is using is one response to that
characterization. It involves
skills not typically identified
with attorneys including coalition building, planning, hunting
for resources and creatively
packaging resources.
The challenge of this new
area of poverty law, said Hezel,
is to be able to marshal and
develop resources and to learn
how community based housing
"comes about."
The students in the clinic are
involved in three different projects to develop low income
housing in the Buffalo area.
These projects are unlike the
housing developments that
were spurred by the urban renewal programs of the 19605.
Those developments were imposed by City Hall orwere a response to state concerns. The
projects now being developed
are all community based developments that were initiated
by indigenous community
groups.
St. Anne's parish at Broadway and Emsley has a solidly
built four-story brick rectory
that is not being used. The
church invited Hezel to help
them turn the rectory into
something that would serve the
community. Using housing
trust funds, the church hopes
to turn the rectory into low income housing.
The Ellicott District Community Development Corporation,
a community group, purchased
an architecturally significant
fire house and wants to turn it

into low income housing. Because of the architectural value
of the structure, the procedures
that must be followed during
the renovation increase the cost

significantly. Housing trust
funds are not sufficient to meet
the costs, therefore private participation is necessary. The project, to be successful, must attract passive partners who will
benefit by the tax advantages.
Community groups in the
Broadway-Fillmore area, including the Polish Community
Center, are also interested in responsible community development and are working with students in the housing clinic to

develop a plan for their neighborhood.
Hezel himself was "born and
bred" in Buffalo and grew up in
the Langfield Housing Projects.
The multi-ethnic, multi-racial
neighborhood "was a great
place to grow up," Hezel said.
He left the projects when he
went to Fordham University in
New York City where he earned
his B.A. and an M.A. in Classics.
After teaching classics in
Rochester for several years, he
returned to Buffalo to go to law
school.
He began practicing with the
Legal Aid Bureau
Neighborhood Division, now Neighborhood Legal Services, which was
then a three attorney office located in an old candy store near
Bethlehem Steel. The Bureau
served the First Ward in Lackawanna on a variety of legal
welfare, family,
problems
education, and employment
Mexicans,
law.
Magyars,
Greeks, blacks, and Yemeni
were some of the groups assisted by the Bureau.
In 1976 Hezel was hired to set
up the Buffalo office of Prison-

—

—

ers Legal Services, which he ran
until early 1979. He then went
to the new central office of
Neighborhood Legal Services
to manage the Housing unit, assisting people confronting sheleviction,
ter problems
mortgage foreclosure, public
housing and subsidized housing.
Hezel's leave of absence from
Neighborhood Legal Services
is an opportunity to take a "reflective pause, to develop fruitful avenues to investigate."
Hezel "fit in" the low income
housing projects as time permitted when he was at NLS.
Teaching the clinic allows Hezel
to focus his full attention on the
development side of poverty
law.

—

Ellen Yacknin
"Teaching has always been
something I wanted to do," said
Ellen Yacknin, so when the opportunity came to teach the Immigration Law Clinic for a year,
she took it.
Yacknin, now on a leave of
absence, has been Managing
Attorney for Prisoners Legal

Services (PLS) for the past five
years. The clinic position offered a chance to do something
otherthan prisoners' rights law.
"Prisoners' rights law can be a
really frustrating experience
because there's virtually no
segment of society that is sympathetic to the work you do,"
said Yachnin. "Even lawyers,"
she said, "need some sort of
positive reinforcement and
reaffirmation of the work that
they do."
She criticized the development of prisoners' rights law in
this country. The case law, said
Yacknin, gives prisoners almost

no protection. Even when prisoners are given rights, the problems with proof are "almost insurmountable." The witnesses
to any rights violations would
be either guards, who are state
witnesses, or fellow inmates,
who lack credibility.
The contrast that immigration law provides is a welcome
change for Yacknin. It is an area
that does have some support,
she said, even though the ability of aliens to stay in the country iscontrolled bythelmmigration and Naturalization Service,
which has "almost undaunted
and unlimited power and discretion."
With the passage of the new
immigration legalization laws
and the new employment sanction laws, this is an especially
exciting time to practice immigration law. "People are aware
of immigration problems in a
way they haven't been before,"
Yacknin said. In addition, Buffalo, situated on the Canadian
border, is in a unique position
to do good and important immigration work. The clinic provides a real service, she said.
continued on page 9

BAR/BRI vs. PIEPER
29 Reasons why
most people choose BAR/BRI

111

BAR/BRI Director Stan Chess
and Associate Director Steve
Rubin, both attorneys, make their
home telephone numbers available
to all students.

The Pieper course provides no
access to anyone during nonbusiness hours.
For the other 28 reasons, contact your BAR/BRI representatives

to/fen
BAR REVIEW

THE BAR REVIEW COURSE THAT CARES ABOUT YOU"
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UB's Financial System Ailing
For many years the Law School has had a graduate assistant
to serve as a liaison between law students and the financial aid

office on Main Street. In fact, we are the only professional school
with a graduate assistant serving this function. The existence of
this position is a recognition that it is in the best interest of the
Law School to have a "go between" person who can cut down
on red tape. Bill Hart, this year's graduate assistant, has had the
c ificult task of performing this role. In the process, he has found
himself in the middle of an overwhelming and inefficientfinancial
aid bureaucracy. His effectiveness as a service provider, therefore,
has been impaired.
This year's delays in the processing of student loans is a good
example of the inefficiency of our financial aid system. It is true
that each one of us contributes to the problem when we fail to
fill out forms "correctly" and "legibly," or don't supply the required documentation on time. But it is also true that in spite of
our individual efforts some of us somehow get screwed because
of a malfunctioning financial aid structure.
The new federally mandated "verification" of student documents and the restructuring of ÜB's computers have been cited
as factors causing the delays. But delays are not necessarily
caused by changes in procedures or mandated enforcement; they
are created by the failure of those in charge to take preventive
measures when it is anticipated, or known, that some changes
will in fact take place.
A financial aid bureaucracy as large and complex as ÜB's cannot, and should not, be expected to adjust to changes without
experiencing some problems. It is reasonable to expect, however,
that minimal steps are taken to assure adequate delivery of services to students. One such step could have been an increase in
the number of financial aid staff. New computers, no matter how
cost effective, could never replace the people who plan and implement the system. The element of human contact and expertise
is, without question, the primary component of any efficient program.
There is still timefor President Sample and the rest of the administration to take a closer look at our financial aid structure and
discover that it is in immediate need of help. Obviously, the hiring
of additional financial aid staff is not only a sensible solution, but
one which should be given top priority. We can no longer expect
four financial aid counselors to provide adequate services to more
than 26,000 UB students.

New Dean Will Need Student Input
A new dean will be arriving at the Law School for good in
January. While he has toured O'Brian Hall and spoken with faculty
and administrators, Dean Filvaroff has not had an opportunity to
make contact with many students.
Filvaroff is clearly concerned with improving the quality of student life at this school and with making the Law School a stronger
force within the university. He has set forth some of what he
seems to think are primary concerns, but he needs input from the
students his changes will affect.
The Student Bar Association has established a Subcommittee
for Developing Student Issues, headed by second-year law student
Lisa Sizeland. This committee needs to know what issues are of
primary concern to law students and how the new dean might
go about implementing some of the ideas. Sizeland's committee
will be working throughout the semester, taking suggestions from
students and formulating a proposal for the incoming dean.
A suggestion box is being set up in the mailroom. Any issues
that you would like the new dean to address should be written
down and placed in the box. Students with ideas on formulating
a proposal who would like to work on the committee would be
most welcome and should contact Lisa Sizeland.
In order for David Filvaroff to be an effective dean, he must
address issues which are of concern to students. In order to address these issues, Dean Filvaroff must know what they are. Please
take a few minutes and write down your suggestions.
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Thuronyi Favors Contorts Ed.
To The Editor:
The article by Alexei Schacht
in the September 30 issue
merits a response because it reflects a concern that many students feel.
The concern is that students
may not be learning enough
rules in law school. As Schacht
puts it, the Contorts course was
"fatally flawed" because it
failed to provide "a working
knowledge of a contract or tort

lawyer's vocabulary, let alone
knowledge of contract or tort
law generally."

Schacht cites as proof of this
fatal flaw an instance where, as
a summer associate, he had to
retreat to the library to research
a question involving the difference between replevin and conversion, instead of being able
to furnish an answer off the
cuff.

Free Parking Not a Right
To The Editor:
This semester has seen numerous protestations against
the parking policies here at Buffalo. Unfortunately, most of
these have been misguided efforts at rallying students and organizations into a battleforfree
parking.
Reality dictates that this battle is lost before it begins. This
is because the underlying premise that the students who urge
this path follow is wrong.
As students at the University
of Buffalo and taxpaying citizens of the State of New York,
we do not have a right to free
parking. Like driving on any
state road, driving onto a state
campus is a privilege extended
to us. It is not a right. Free parking is an extension of this privilege.
This privilege actually takes
away from the dollars available
for education. Some student

drivers feel thisbenefit is worth
the cost, but I am one driver
who believes differently.
Further, there are students
who cannot afford the luxury of
a car and do not have to park
on campus. (These students,
without the luxury of driving,
still make it to the "campus in
Outer Slobovia.")
Not only do these students
get less of a benefit from their
education dollar than those
with cars, they also must listen
to the incessant prattle of a
small minority clamoring for
another free lunch.
These protesters should accept as their responsibility the
minimal parking fee being proposed and channel their energies into making sure the fees
generated go to improve the
horrendous parking conditions
they babble about.
James McClusky
Third Year Law Student

Latin American Paper Increases Awareness
To The Editor:
By now many of you, if not
all of you, have seen or read the
newsletter Myth & Reality that
was published last week.
The newsletter was made
possible through the collective
efforts of professors and students. It is our hope that our
readers will develop an awareness and understanding of the
numerous problems that exist
in Latin America and United
States Latin American relations.
Because we have a limited
budget at this time, we would
appreciate it if those students
wishing to receive future editions of the newsletter would let
it be known to one of the student contributors by dropping
a note to this effect in our mailboxes.
Myth & Reality was concep-

—

tualized out of a lack of knowledge of United States-Latin
American relations that exists
among law students.
Although our first issue concentrated on human rights violations and atrocities in the region, we are not limited to this
subject and future issues will
delve into other problematic
areas of the region.
It is our hope thatfaculty, professors and students will come
to appreciate our efforts in this
project by requesting future
editions.
Sincerely,
Frank Bybel
Sharon Duncan
Krista Hughes
Daniel Ibarrondo
Leslie Lubell
Peter Muniz
Eddie Price
David Taylor

SBA Plans Position Paper
by Lisa Sizeland

community.

The Student Bar Association
wants to define the issues of
concern to the student body.
You are being called on to set
the agenda of issues for investigation and to participate in defining and refining the student

If the student body is able to
produce a well-prepared document, we should be able to win

positions.

In order to begin to improve
student life and the overall
quality of a UB Law School education, Dean Filvaroff must
know what changes need to be
made and what programs need
to be continued.
During the next three
months, to insure that student
concerns are considered, the
SBA will be preparing a wellwritten and thoughtfully argued student position paper.
The Dean is only beginning
his acquaintance with our law
school and should be very receptive to suggestions from the
members of the law school

his confidence and insure that
student concerns and suggestions will be adequately valued
in the future.
The initial step is to define the
issues to be addressed. Due to
time limitations we must limit
the scope of our ideas to a few
crucial issues of significance to
the entire law school student
body.
Suggested ideas should be
submitted with your name and
box number to the Issue suggestion box in the mail room or
the SBA office.
We strongly encourage student organizations to poll their
members and assist in developing these issues.
The SBA Subcommittee
for Developing Student Issues

The desire to learn rules and
technical terms is understandable. Mastery of such items offers a sense of security, a sense
that something tangible is
being learned. However, mastery of technical jargon is
neither necessary nor sufficient
to become a good lawyer, and
conveying such information is
not the job of a good law
school.
Unquestionably, it is useful to
be familiar with the general
scope of various areas of the
law. But knowledge of a limited
number of detailed rules or
technical terms is not necessary
to achieve such familiarity, nor
is such knowledge very useful
(a careful lawyer will almost always retreat to the library, even
if she thinks she knows the answer to a question).
Certainly, the difference between replevin and conversion
is not a basic legal principlethat
every educated lawyer needs to
know. Far better to have a broad
understanding of the kind typically taught in courses like the
one Schacht complains of.
For a law school to attempt
to teach students the rules that
they will need to know in practice would be futile. The body
of law is simply too vast.
Moreover, many if not most of
the rules students will be using
in their professional careers do
not yet exist.
The proliferation of legal
rules has become so great that
even within a specialized practice area, lawyers complain of
not being able to keep up. What
a student needs is not to be
crammed with information but
rather to develop toolsfor processing and dealing with information to be digested in the future.

A good law school course will
involve the study of detailed
rules to some extent. However,
the main reason for doing this
is not to commit the rules to
memory but to develop an ability to deal with them: to understand their genesis, interpretation, role in the system, and so
on.
To the extent that students
need to learn "black letter" law,
for example, for the bar exam,
they can, as intelligent adults,
efficiently pick up this information by reading a hornbook or
taking a bar review course.
To use the law school classroom for a rote rehearsal of
rules would be a misuse of resources and wouldreduce legal
education to the grade school
level.
Victor Thuronyi
Law Professor

Clarification:
In the first issue of
The Opinion for the
current semester it
was reported that
Wade Newhouse is
"Acting Dean." He is,
in fact, a full Dean and
will step down from
his office when David
Filvaroff takes over as
Dean in January.
Due to an oversight
this error was not
corrected in the second
issue of The Opinion.
We apologize for any
confusion this may
have caused.

by Daniel Ibarrondo

Res Ipsa Loquitur

LoRcDkeinrmAg:CAoming ttraction
While talking wilh a fellow
law student over a few beers,
we began to think about Dean
Filvaroff's idea of converting
the basement locker room into
a cafeteria for the exclusive use
of the law school. We thought
about the idea and reasons for
wanting to establish a law
school cafeteria by comparing
our respective college experiences.
We began by observing the
UB Amherst campus and the
way it was planned and constructed, and compared it with
the Buffalo State campus. Buff
State has a student union
center with the dorms located
around it. The union center is
used by the students to meet
and interact with fellow students known or unknown.
Such a situation does not
exist in Amherst. We decided
that UB Law School and the
campus in general is caught in
the middle between a real "I'm
going away to college" campus
and a commuter school in the
middle of Manhattan.
The lack of interaction in the
law school, we thought, was
due to the possibility that many

of us work part time or have
other responsibilities.
Granted, most of our time is
spent in the law school and possibly the library. We do need a
"center" of some sort where we
can get together and share experiences, dreams, search for
possible future law firm partners and swap stories.
Many of us do not know the
students we came in with who
are in other sections and many
of us don't know the people we
are graduating with. It would
seem that in order to get the
most out of our law school experience we would seek to meet
as many law students as we
can.
In our cynical mind-frame we
thought that the idea of a law
school cafeteria sounded "elitist." But then again, why
shouldn't we be entitled to a
place of our own for interaction
and conversation?
We don't believe that a cafeteria for the exclusive use of the
law school would isolate us
from the rest of the school. In
fact, it would foster communication and interaction among
faculty and law students. We

could "network" and learn of
others interested in similar
career goals.
As we finished the first few
of our great-tasting imported
beer, Black Label, we began to
think about those students who
don't wish to interact. Should
we dismiss them as not being
fit to exist in this law school and
should therefore go somewhere else?
In the name of democracy
such an assertion could not be
made. We figured that those
students who do not participate
in law school functions, SBA
functions and clubactivities are
only cheating themselves from
getting the most of this educational experience.
The cafeteria would also give
the school another reason for
nurturing our lives as lawyers
by providing better quality food
in the hopes of teasing our palates with the delicacies that
we'll be enjoying upon graduation. (Excuse me, upon passing
the bar.)
But then again, it could also
lead to more conflicts, such as
the parking situation, if the faculty is provided with segre-

gated tables, real silverware
and waiter service.
Nevertheless, we entertained
the idea further in the hope of
searching for a reason to motivate students to interact with
each other. We decided to finish
our last few imported beers and
switch to another imported favorite from across the border,
Yukon Jack.
Maybe our conversation was
in vain if the proposed cafeteria
plans were rejected by the
Board of Trustees or never materialized at all. The effort
should be made, however, given the fact that numerous attempts at achieving interaction
among students have failed.
We probably won't be around
if the plan is acted upon, but at
least we can make life easier for
those first year students who
will roam these halls for generations to come.
As we finished our chasers of
Yukon Jack and parted to our
respective homes, we wished
each other good luck on our
moot court briefs. We thought
that maybe law students don't
interact as much and are always
bickering because of the "men-

tally

perceived" competition
that exists in the orofession.
This would hold true at any
other law school, but not UB
Law.
Perhaps those caught up in
this frame of mind would be
better off in another law school.
Again, in the name of democracy, we could not allow such
thoughts to foster. Maybe there
are some law students who
don't feel secure about themselves and feel a need to compete in a law school where stiff
competition is neither nurtured
nor existent.
Whatever the reasons, the
perceived notion of competition does not mean that students should sacrifice meeting
and interacting with others. We
thought that those students in
this frame of mind would probably develop poor client interviewing skills.

In the meantime we decided
to make the quality of our lives
better by reaching out of our lit-

tle "cliques" and clubs and
making an effort to know other
law students. Maybe you
should too.

by John Williams

SBA Briefs

"Political": SBA President Searches for A Definition
Where to start? I guess the
beginning would be appropriate. It started approximately
two months ago when Supreme Court Justice Powell
opted out of his lifetime sentence of laying down the law
for this country.
Powell's resignation and
Reagan's nomination of Judge
Bork to the highest court of the
land has caused a considerable
amount of controversy among
our SBA (officers, directors and
members). This controversy revolves around whether or not
SBA clubs can use their funds
to stop the nomination of a federal appointment.

I would like the student body

to realize thatthere is no set policy or guidelines that we as a
group have by which to assess
whether or not this is a permissible way to spend SBA funds.

Looking to the SUNY guidelines as well as our own guidelines one can see that this is a
very grey area. We could not
come up with a clear interpretation of whether this type of
spending was within the intent
of an activities fee.
There are some inferences
that can be drawn that clubs'
funds are not supposed to be
used for political activities/campaigns. According to the SUNY
Board of Trustees regulations,

"funds which are collected
under provisions of this section
which require every student to
pay the prescribed mandatory
fee shall be used only for support of the following programs
for the benefit of the campus
community: (i) programs of
educational and cultural enrichment, (ii) recreational and social activities, (iii) tutorial programs, (iv) athletic programs,
both intramural and intercollegiate, and (v) student publications and other media."
The bottom line is whether or
not the SBA can allow this type
of spending. This is not a matter
of the SBA telling clubs what to
do with the money allocated to

them by us. The search for a
clear answer does not involve
political ideologies, nor does it
involve discriminatory hiring
practices by the US Army, censorship, abortion or aid to the
Contras. We are not trying to
set world policy; we are just trying to run a fair, impartial operation. For those of you who
think that we have no business
being involved in this issue,
then your vision of a unified fee
is obscured.
Clubs are allowed a great
deal of discretion to perpetuate
the intent of their charter, but
like all good things that discretion has boundaries.
It is our job to draw and en-

force that boundary. Once we
draw the line all groups will
know what is or is not permissible. In my mind the person who
first inquired whether or not
this type of spending should be
allowed has a great deal of integrity. That person was exercising his rights by asking us to
come to some consistent policy.
This is not an attempt on our
part to flex our muscles, nor is
this something John Williams
dreamed up. The directors will
have to come up with the
guidelines to be applied for expending SBA funds in connection with political campaigns.
We owe it to the student body
to establish a consistent policy.

by Andrew Bechard and Molly Dwyer

Guild Perspectives

Funding Guild's Activities Preserves Political Diversity
With the October 6 vote of the
Senate Judiciary Committee 9
to 5 against the appointment of
Robert Bork to the U.S. Supreme Court, it slowly becomes
clear that public opinion can
make a difference in U.S. federal government.
Even in a republic as huge
and venal as the United States,
something that seemed unstoppable can be stopped if
enough people collectivize and
make that collective voice
heard.
Assisted by theinformational
tabling of the Buffalo Chapter
of the National Lawyers Guild,
over 350 petition signatures
were sent to the Senate Judiciary Committee opposing Robert Bork. Between 600 and 700
letters were sent to New York
State Senators Daniel Moynihan and Alphonse D'Amato opposing the Bork nomination.
An additional petition of 100
signatures was sent to Alphonse D'Amato in an attempt
to dissuade the Republican
junior senator of New York
from his seemingly automatic

support of the Reagan nominee.
These letters and signatures
came from law students, graduate students, undergraduate
students, and faculty and staff
of the University of Buffalo.
Charles Ewing visited our
table to sign letters as did a
number of other law faculty
who wanted to sign and debate
the finer points of the Bork
nomination with Guild members.
Recent debates in UB Student
Bar Association meetings have
been sparked by opposition to
the Guild using Student Bar
funds for anti-Bork tabling.
Third year law student Terry
Gilbride appeared at SBA meetings on September 29 and October 6 to complain that a portion of his student fee was
being used to fund a tabling
that he personally opposed.
While Mr. Gilbride raises an
important point, the National
Lawyers Guild has been allocated a budget by the Student
Bar Association to be spent in
furtherance of Guild objectives.

While Mr. Gilbride has every
right to complain to the Student
Bar Association, his argument
is logically flawed in that the
Guild has been allocated monies by a body democratically
elected by all UB law students.
In addition, Mr. Gilbride purports that he doesn't object to
the other activities of the Guild
(such as the anti-contra-aid
tabling), he only objects to antiBork tabling. Mr. Gilbride argues further that "overt political acts" such as petitioning
and letter writing should not be
funded by the SBA fee.
Once again he is logically
flawed in that the activities of
both the anti-contra-aid table
and the anti-Bork table are the
same "overt political acts," yet
Mr. Gilbride will allow his student fee to go to one table and
not the other simply because he
agrees with one cause and not
the other.

In a place as diverse and pluralistic as the University of Buffalo and UB Law, tolerance of
varying views is essential. In
celebration of this diversity we

should gladly pay our student
fees so that groups as diverse
as the Black Law Student Association, the Gay Law Students Organization and the
Federalist Society can co-exist
and further the level of debate
and discourse at the University
of Buffalo.
We are not trying to paint Terry Gilbride and those who support his argument as intolerant;
we do not wantto become party
to a libel suit. The Guild simply
wants to put forth the argument
that SBA organizations should
be allowed free access to the
monies allocated to them, and
that these monies should be
able to be used in furtherance
of the charter of each organization.
Robert Bork is a threat. Mr.
Bork is a threat to minority
rights, women's rights, gay
rights, the labor movement and
the environment. The Guild
would not be fulfilling the dictates of our organizational constitution if we did not oppose
the Bork nomination in all
capacities.

We want to thank all Guild
members who volunteered
their time to table on this important issue ofAmerican legal culture. We also want to thank
those citizens who made their
voices heard on this issue.
Writing a letter to your congressman is an extremely empowering act voicing your
opinion and acting onthatopinion is what participatory democracy is all about.

—

We hope that those of you
who gave support on the Bork
issue will continue to make
your opinion known until the
final Senate floor vote takes
place.
We also hope that you will
visit the anti-contra-aid table to
oppose the Reagan administration's attempt to sabotage the
Arias peace plan for Central
America with $270 million dollars of additional contra aid.
Those of you who want to become involved with Guild activities should look for posters
announcing the next Guild
meeting or visit the Guild office
at O'Brian Hall, room 118.
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The S.B.A. Treasurer Reports

v* Thought you couldn't compete in national or
regional Moot Court Competitions because
you aren't on the Moot Court Board?

by Kimi King

Elections
As of Monday, October 5
there is an opening for the position of SBASecretary due to the
resignation of Michael Kulla. All
persons interested (first years
included) should pick up a petition outside the SBA door (Rm.
101). You will need 60 signa-

NOT TRUE.
All national and regional competitions are open to all second
and third year law students. Although Board members have
first pick of the competitions, all students are invited to
compete.

LISTED BELOW ARE THE COMPETITIONS
AND THEIR REGISTRATION DEADLINES.

tures.

Petitions are due Tuesday,
October 20 at 5 p.m. in the SBA
office. Statements for The Opinion are due by 5 p.m. Tuesday.
Elections will be held October
28 and 29 (Wednesday and
Thursday). If you have any
questions please stop by the
SBA office.
Appointments Committee
It's that time of the year
again
SBA will be holding
interviews on October 27 (6-11

If any competition remains unclaimed by a Board member two
weeks prior to the registration deadline date, any non-Board
member may compete.
Please do not hesitate to contact Julie Freudenheim if you are
intersted in any of the competitions: Box #707 or leave
message at 636-6037.
(Partial funding may be available for registration fees.)

1. POLSKY CRIMINAL PROCEDURE COMPETITION
Registration Deadline: October 16. 1987

..

2. AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW COMPETITION
Registration Deadline: January 31. 1988
3.

.

p.m.) and October 28 (5-10
p.m.) for student committee
positions. There is a sign-up
sheet outside the SBA, office
door (Rm. 101). You must sign
up by Friday, October 24.
Appointments for interviews
will be assigned by Monday,
October 26 and posted on the
SBA bulletin board. Come prepared to talk about why you are
interested, your experience,
ideas and other thoughts on the
committee you are interested
in.
Appointments will vary from
5-15 minutes per candidate so
be prepared!
Treasury Notes
As of last week there are still
a number of student organizations which have not yet met
with me to discuss the voucher

"The increase in social science
emphasis and the increase in
critical emphasis are aspects of
the last few years that we have
seen flourish."
Professor Hyman asserts that
the Legal Methods program, a
program with which he has
been involved from its inception, has been "the most significant change in the law school
in the past 15 years."

4. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW MOOT COURT COMPETITION
Registration Deadline: November 16. 1987
5. NATIONAL APPELLATE ADVOCACY COMPETITION
Registration Deadline: November 30. 1987
6. KAUFMAN SECURITIES LAW COMPETITION
Registration Deadline: November 13. 1987

*

Additional information (dates, locations,
requirements) available upon request.

i

The Legal Methods program
came about in the early 19705,
a time when there was a general movement among law
schools to start this type of
program. "The initiative was
there was a sigvery strong
nificant minority under-representation in the bar which was
very widely criticized."
The program was designed
as a chance to give education-
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How to get the Card before graduation.

/

College is the first sign ofsuccess. Andbecause
we believe in your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Express Card right now. You can
qualify even before you graduatewith our special
student offers. For details, look for applications
on campus. Or justcall 1-800-THE-CARD, and ask
for a student application.

American Express Card.
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The American Express* Card can get you virtually
everythingfrom a TV to a T-shirt. Or a tuxedo.
rom J sa t0 a an(
during college and after, it's the
perfect way to pay for just about anything you'll want.
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CENTER FOR PUBLIC
INTEREST LAW
MOOT COURT
PHI ALPHA DELTA
INTERNATIONAL LAW
SOCIETY
LATIN AMERICAN LAW

STUDENTS ASSOC.
ASIAN LAW STUDENTS
ASSOC.
There will be one more
chance for you to find out how
the procedures have changed.
After that you are on your own!
To the rest of you, don't
forget that you have by-law 13
compliances you need to be
thinking about. Keep checking
your mailbox (3rd floor, XEROX
room) for more new information.
from page I
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process:

Professor Hyman

INVITATIONAL EVIDENCE COMPETITION
Registration Deadline: November 6. 1987

PRINCE

°
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...

ally disadvantaged students the
extra help they needed to get
into and through law school.
The program started out as a
summer course which the students were required to pass in
order to eliminate that course
from their fall schedule and
lighten their course load.
Professor Hyman taught
Torts to Legal Methods students during the summers of
the early years of the program.
During these years, the Legal
Methods students were given a
stipend to replace any income
they would have normally
earned over the summer.
As funds dried up the program was changed to incorporate Legal Methods study during the normal school year.
Presently Professor Hyman
teaches Landlord/Tenant lawto
Legal Methods students.
The program has undergone
many changes and along the
way "there were always problems, there were always dissatisfactions expressed. Some
students [who were] not in the
program felt they should be. In
the earlier years the students in
the Legal Methods program
were all in one section, and this
led to somewhat invidious
identification."
Later the students were divided among the three sections, "which seemed to have
alleviated that problem."
Legal Methods was a positive
addition to the Law School and
despite problems "the ongoing
commitment to the program
has been very strong."
These words can be used to
describe Professor Hyman himself. His ongoing commitment
to the Law School has been
very strong and he indeed was
a positive addition.
Professor Hyman currently
teaches Section One Torts and
Legal Methods.

g
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Financial Aid

from page 2
Clearly, ÜB's financial aid
bureaucracy needs a lot of help,
primarily in the area of staffing.
As suggested by Hart himself,
"A lot of the present problems
could be alleviated by having a
larger financial aid staff on
Main Street."
Obviously, this is where the
real problem lies. There are
only seven professional people
on Main Street servicing over
26,000 students at ÜB. President Sample should look into
this problem.
Also, we should all accept the
fact that we are individually responsible for seeing that our
files are complete. Such individual effort would not be so
burdensome if we view it as a
way of looking after our own
best interests.

This year the fund amounted
to about $2,500, with individual
loans restricted to $50 during
the first three weeks of school.
When the emergencyfund runs
out, "we try to work something
out with the Dean
we try to
help as many people as we can
and we try to give them as
funds are just not there," Hart
indicated.
When asked how he feels
about some of the criticism he
has received from students as
a result of the delays, Hart said
he has received "mixed reviews." A lot of people, he
added, "have been very happy
and others have been upset.
The vast majority of the people
who have gotten upset are
those who did not fill out the
form right."

..

.

New Professors

from page 5

because there are many immigrants in the region and few im-

community

migration lawyers in town.
For Yacknin, working on im-

migration cases with students
is "a learning experience for me
as much as for them." She has
represented some prisoners in
immigration matters and has a
long-standing interest in Central America, but she acknowledges she"does not have
much background in immigration law."
The clinical program at Cornell University, where Yacknin
went to law school, was different than ÜB's. At Cornell, if you
had taken a clinic in your junior
year, you could become a trial
student attorney for your third
year. Student attorneys were
responsible for a full caseload
and supervised second-year
students as well. The clinic was
"basically a legal services type
poor
clinic
representing
people" said Yacknin, though it
was not connected with any

based organization, as the UB clinics are.
After law school, Yacknin was
with Pennsylvania Legal Services Center in Harrisburg,
where she worked with welfare
rights organizations on various
legislative issues. The job of pro
se clerk for the U,S. District
Court for the Western District
of New York brought Yacknin
to Buffalo. After a two year
clerkship with Judge Curtin,
Yacknin began workng for Prisoners' Legal Services.

Inquiries into all areas of
etiquette will be cheerfully answered by Miss
Social Procedure.

Address your questions
to Fiona Smythe-Horch,
c/o The Opinion,
Room 724.

Miss Social Procedure
Dear Miss Social Procedure,
An acquaintance and I were
having a conversation in the
ladies room when a loud noise
emanated from one of the
stalls. We stood awkwardly,
eyes locked in anticipated
mirth. Please advise me as to
proper behavior in such a case.
Dear Gentle Reader,
Oh! If only this were a more
tasteful institution! Some consider the function of a powder
room attendant to be that of
overseeing minor clothing repairs and distributing clean
towels, when it is actually the
regulation of proper bathroom
etiquette.

At a more tasteful university
one could simply glance at the
attendant and confidently mimic a rather grave frown or rollicking hilarity. Things being
what they are, we not only must
ignore sagging hems and risk
bubonic plague from the common towel, but we are left asea
in the area of behavior.
You may think that yearning
for an attendant reflects an outdated cast of mind but I have
found the term "modern manners" to be synonymous with
no manners at all, which explains the great dilemma of
modern society—is it proper
to divulge a person's name to
the health department if one
hasn't been properly introduced?
As law students we look to
the past for solutions. I am reminded of a wonderful incident
in the life of Elizabeth I who,
while riding through the royal
forest, emitted just the sound
we are discussing. Feeling, no
doubt, that she must atone for
years of rudeness during her
father's reign, she uttered a polite "excuse me."

Fiona Smythe-Horch

"Oh, Madam," her equerry
replied, "had you not excused

yourself, I would have assumed
it was your horse." Here is an
opportunity to transform old
manners into new. You can be
reasonably certain there isn't a
horse in the ladies room but air
conditioning systems are often
overloud.
I have read of M. Pujol, a 19thcentury French music hall personage. Known as Le Petomaine, his emanations made
his fortune as he imitated many
sounds and blew out candles.
Truly an ephemeral art.
When M. Pujol entertained on
a street corner to attract customers to a friend's pastry
stand, he not only drew a crowd

but violated his exclusive contract with the Moulin Rouge.
I've often wondered why his

case never joined the ranks of
hairy palms, chapati pans, railroad scales and amusement
rides. Perhaps French law is to
law as French hospitality is to
hospitality.

Generally, the unspeakable
remains unmentioned but you
raise issues which can be
applied to more palatable topics.
When analyzing an etiquette
problem we must first consider
whether any party behaved inappropriately. I think not. If
there is an acceptable location
for such noises, this is it and
though the bathroom will never
replace the drawing room, we
have all participated in interesting and instructive exchanges
over the sinks.
Next we determine whether
either party has been violated.
Did the noise interrupt your
conversation? Did you infringe
on her privacy by being there

to hear? No indeed, we all lower
our expectations upon entering
a public facility.
This appears to be a no-fault
embarrassment which requires

that the person who will be
least embarrassed consider the
needs of the other. Those who
overhear any sounds not intended specifically for their ears
should leave the area as inconspicuously as possible so the
noisemaker will never know
she's been overheard. Under
no circumstances should you
demand that she hitch her
horse outside.
Dear Miss Social Procedure,
I would like to engage your
services for intensive instruction for several acquaintances.
Do you offer holiday gift certificates?
Gentle Reader,
Indeed I do. You can present
your rude friends with instructions in specific areas or a general package. I am highly qualified in table manners, introductions, posture, conversational
kindness, dating etiquette, appropriate apparel, and extricating oneself from disagreeable
situations.
For advanced students I offer
graduate courses in withering
looks, hollow laughs, degrading responses, subtle snubbing, and eyebrow raising.
My remedial sessions are
very popular but time consuming as they require the unlearning of bad habits. Early in my
career I attempted to utilize a
positive reinforcement system
which failed dismally because
rude people aren't as bright as
collies. I now employ attractive
choke collars and painful harnesses. Difficult work, yet
strangely satisfying

..

BAR/BRI vs. PIEPER
29 Reasons why most people choose BAR/BRI

"e^

BAR/BRI has more than 35 Mew
York attorneys available to work
with you from the time the bar
review begins through the exam.
The Pieper course relies on one attorney.
n

H.

For the other 28 reasons, contact your BAR/BRI representatives

BAR REVIEW

THE BAR REVIEW COURSE THAT CARES ABOUT YOU
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The Kavinoky: A Source of Excellent Local Productions
by Krista Hughes

Tom Stoppard's Enter A Free
Man, which runs at D'Youville
College's Kavinoky Theater until October 18, is billed as "a
heartwarming comedy." But
while the action and dialogue
are often comedic, the essential
storyline is at times heartbreak-

ingly tragic.
There are at least two levels
on which to view this play. Allegorically it can be seen as describing the declining condition
of Britain. On the surface the
play is about a small-time inventor named George Riley
who sees himself and his inventions as receiving no respect
from his wife and teen-age
daughter. In frustration he
leaves them.
The first act of the play opens
both at Riley's home and at the
Butcher's Arms Public House.
While George's wife and daughter are discussing his departure
and inevitable return, George
is, on the same stage, entering
the pub as conquering hero and
announcing himself: "Enter a
free man!"
This placing of two settings
and two dialogues on the same
small stage and at the same
time threatens to be confusing,
but it is not. From that point on,
the Riley home and the corner
pub are allowed to be viewed
separately.

George's entrance into the
pub is almost kingly, and he allows each of his "subjects" to
pay homage to him. It does not
become clear until near theend
of the play that to his "subjects,"
like the emperor in "The Emperor's New
Clothes" rather than a heroic
monarch.
One of George Riley's first
acts upon declaring his freedom is to relinquish it. Riley,
played by Irish actor Chris
O'Neill, has perfected what he
feels is a revolutionary invention— an envelope with glue
on both sides of the flap. It may
be used once, turned inside-out
by the recipient and then used
again.

A patron at the bar plays at
perpetuating the myth of
new
George-the-Emperor's
clothesand lauds the invention,
offering to be George's partner
in its manufacture. After years
of failure as an inventor,
George is swept away by this
chance at success and by the
idea of having a partner, something he has always wanted.
Hefailsto realizethatthesupport he should be given by a
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partner

has been

given to him all his married life
by his ridiculously domestic

wife. She has had faith in his
ability as an inventor even
though he has made no money
at it, and she had even encouraged him to give up a "safe"
job in order to devote all of his
time to inventing.
Names are an important element throughout the play, and
it is not surprising that George
Riley's wife is named Constance. She has been the one
steady, patient and faithful person in his life, and her constant
neatening of their house is symbolic of her attempts to keep
their lives neatened.
George does all of his "professional" inventing at home,
but outside of the home he engages in recreational inventing
by creating a fantasy world in
which names are a key part.
George tells his fellow pubgoers that his wife's name is
Persephone, and he calls her
that because he had never
known anyone with that name
and always thought he should.
In Greek mythology, Persephone is kidnapped by Hades,
king of the underworld, and her
loss to theearth causes the eter-

nal, idyllic summertime to
cease and winter to prevail.
When Zeus intervenes. Hades
allows his queen to return to
earth for six months out of the
year, during which time spring
and summer are restored. Persephone, then, represents hope
and rebirth.
George Riley attempts to
transpose these qualities onto
his wife and therefore into his
life by transposing the goddess'
name onto Constance.
George also invents names
for the people he meets in the
pub. The barman, whose name
is Victor, becomes "Carmen" to
George, and a young sailor
named Richard is "Able" for
"able seaman." By inventing
personas for the people in the
bar, George is assuring himself
a degree of control over them.
As long as they remain his inventions, George's fantasy remains intact.
Unfortunately, George always seems to overlook the
"flaw in the ointment" of all of
his inventions. Among his
friends, the flaw is that they already have their own names
and their own lives outside of
the ones he gives them. They
shatter his fantasy when they

tell him their real names.
One person to whom George
does not assign a name is
Harry, the man who offers to
become George's partner. Harry never even reveals his surname, and thus it becomes
even more pitiable when George
forms his reality around this
supposed
partnership, and
when Harry symbolically inGeorge-the-Emperor
forms
that he is naked by tearing and
crumpling George's reusable
envelope and laughing in the
inventor's face.
While George does return
home, thus reuniting the family, he is conquered. Constance
never even believed that he
would pursue success with his
invention and stay away. She
has lost faith in her husband,
and he in himself. He has given
up and agrees to try and find
himself a "safe" job. His loss of
faith in himself has to be one
of the most tragic examples of
the human experience.
Chris O'Neill as George Riley
is engaging and witty. He has
already shown himself capable
of carrying an entire play with
last season's Frankly Speaking,
O'Neill's own one-man show
which was amusing, honest,

human and ultimately heartrendering.
The rest of the performances,
from Eileen Dugan as George's
cheeky but pragmatic daughter
Linda, Anne Gayley as Constance, and Steven Cooper as
Harry, among others, were
equally satisfying and believable.
D'Youville College's Kavinoky Theater is an ideal place
to see a play. It is intimate, with
only 300 seats, yet it is an excellent source of professional
theatrical productions, with talent from the Buffalo area and
all over the country, notto mention Ireland and Great Britain.
After Enter A Free Man
finishes its run, the Kavinoky
will present How The Other Half
Loves, November sthrough December 6; More Frankly Speaking— stories of Frank O'Connor adapted for the stage by
Chris O'Neill, December 8-13
and December 15-20; Juno and
the Paycock —Sean O'Casey's
play about Ireland's Civil War
of 1922, February 4 through
March 6; and a yet to be announced Western New York
premiere beginning April 7.
Tickets are $10 and $12, and
group rates are available.

BAR/BRI vs. PIEPER
BAR/BRI, in the summer of 1987,
prepared more than 3700 students
for the New York bar exam.

The Pieper course prepared
approximately 1700 students.
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FALL
SEMESTER DISCOUNT
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CLASSES OF 1988,1989 & 1990

SAVE $150
When you register early for BAR/BRl's 1988,
1989 or 1990 New York, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Maine or Vermont Bar Review.
You get the nation's largest and most
personalized bar review and you save $150
off the current price.
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